
Reginox Belfast 595
Obdélníkový modulový keramický jedno-dřez, věrná replika viktoriánského

dřezu. Hloubka vaničky 22,9 cm. Minimální šířka skříňky 60 cm.

EAN: 8712465038260

385,08 €
320,90 € bez DPH

Kitchen sinks Reginox are made from the highest quality materials, ensuring that you have chosen first-
class quality. The production of sinks has been taking place in the Netherlands since 1976. All models are
tested and tried in operation to meet the most demanding customer requirements.

The ceramic sink Reginox BELFAST II. 595 is a very sought-after model, especially among customers
who like vintage style and are furnishing their kitchen in Victorian style. The ceramic sink Reginox
BELFAST II. 595 has undergone an innovation, which is why the number two is included in its name.

The sink has a deep basin, ideal for washing large objects, it has solid walls and is supplied complete with
a chrome waste and a classically integrated overflow in a vintage style.

The Belfast modular sink is a perfect replica of the original Victorian style. The sink brings luxury and a
touch of old times to your kitchen.

For modular ceramic sinks, installation directly on the lower installation cabinet is typical,  and it  is
preferred  to  use  non-porous  countertops.  If  your  countertop  is  made  of  wood  or  laminate,  it  is
recommended to install the modular sink so that it protrudes above the level of the countertop.

The  most  common advantages  of  ceramic  sinks  include:  high  resistance  to  impact,  resistance  to
scratching, high temperature resistance, hygienic safety, easy removal of limescale, colorfastness.

Key features of the kitchen sink Reginox BELFAST II. 595

radiantly white ceramic sink in high gloss
stylish sink



high-quality solid ceramic
10-year warranty
resistant to scratching, stains, and heat

A ceramic sink is fired in kilns and the glaze is applied by hand, making each piece unique. It is necessary
to take into account a tolerance of +/- 1-1.5 cm in dimensions. We recommend having the sink physically
available for the realization of the kitchen counter.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Ceramics
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Modular
Sink style: Rustic / Retro sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 69101000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 10
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 41.2
The length of the bathtub: 55.2
Depth of the bathtub: 25,5
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 45.5
Sink length: 59.5
Sink depth: 30
Sink weight (kg): 26
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 47.5
Height of the packaging: 26.3
Depth of the packaging: 61
Weight including packaging (kg): 27



  

  

 


